New aspect of photophysics of 7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane and its solvated complexes: intra- vs. inter-molecular charge-transfer†
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We performed laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy of 7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) and its solvated complexes with acetonitrile (ACN) and benzene (Bz), under the jet-cooled gas-phase condition. We also carried out fluorescence and its time profile measurements in TCNQ/Bz/hexane solution to compare with the gas-phase results. The LIF excitation spectrum of the S1 (ππ*)−S0 electronic transition of TCNQ monomer exhibited unusual vibronic structure with the maximum intensity at ~3000 cm⁻¹ above the band origin. In addition, the fluorescence lifetime is more than 100 times longer than that in hexane solution with most of the bands showing double exponential decay. The unusual feature of the vibronic bands is intrinsic and not due to the presence of other species, as confirmed by UV-UV hole-burning (HB) spectroscopy. These unusual features of S1 are thought to be due to the coupling with the S2 state, where S2 was revealed to have intramolecular charge-transfer (ICT) character. The S2−S0 transition of the TCNQ−ACN complex exhibited sharp vibronic bands which are red-shifted by 120 cm⁻¹ from those of the monomer, indicating van der Waals (vdW) interaction between them; however, the fluorescence lifetime was drastically shortened. In contrast, the TCNQ−Bz complex gave a broad electronic spectrum. The study of the fluorescence and its time profile in TCNQ/Bz/hexane solution clearly shows the formation of the CT complex between TCNQ and Bz. Based on the experimental results and density functional theory (DFT) calculations, we propose that in the TCNQ monomer and TCNQ−ACN complex the S1 (ππ*) state is coupled to the intramolecular CT state, while the S2 state of TCNQ in the TCNQ−Bz complex is more strongly coupled to the intermolecular CT state.

1. Introduction

7,7,8,8-Tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ, Chart 1) is a prototypical electron acceptor which forms charge-transfer (CT) complexes with a variety of electron-donor molecules as well as metal ions. Among them, the most famed example is a TCNQ−tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) organic salt, firstly reported in 1973, which exhibits high electric conductivity (~10⁴ S cm⁻¹ at 66 K). Since then, intensive studies have been carried out for TCNQ and its derivative-based complexes, to focus on practical development for the electron transport materials, as well as for organic magnets, Langmuir–Blodgett films, field-effect
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Chart 1 (a) Structure and (b) molecular orbitals of HOMO (π) and LUMO (π*) of TCNQ.
transistors,9,8 organic crystals,8 and nonlinear optical materials.12 Meanwhile, several recent studies have also revealed characteristic electronic structures and photophysics of this molecule. For example, bound excited states were found for the radical anion, TCNQ−, by photodetachment spectroscopy,11 which is ascribed by the high electron affinity of TCNQ (3.38 eV)12 time-resolved spectroscopy in the gas phase14 and solutions15 revealed the very fast (fs–ps) decay for these states, typically attributed to internal conversion (IC) to the ground state. For neutral TCNQ molecule, limori and coworkers reported that the neutral TCNQ molecule in non-polar solvent (e.g. hexane) emits blue fluorescence (~460 nm) with fluorescence lifetime as long as 4.5 ns, while the fluorescence lifetime as well as the quantum yield (QY) are drastically shortened with an increase of solvent polarity.16–18 They recently carried out transient absorption and fluorescence spectroscopic studies and described the shorter fluorescence lifetime in higher polar solvent to be due to the faster nonradiative decay to the nonfluorescent state whose energy is lowered at higher polar solvent.19 However, the non-fluorescent state was not clearly assigned and they proposed a possibility of the triplet state. Despite these interesting excited-state characteristics in bulk system, gas-phase spectroscopic study of a neutral TCNQ molecule has not been performed until 2019, when we first reported the S1 (ππ⁎; B3u)→S0 (A1g) electronic spectrum of TCNQ in a cold free jet by means of laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy.20 In that study, we found several unexpected features. First is the large difference between fluorescence lifetime in solution (4.5 ns)14 and that in free jet (220 ns at origin band).20 Second is the prominent Franck–Condon (FC) active vibrational progressions, and double exponential fluorescence decay profiles at energetically high vibronic bands. These features could not be explained by theoretical calculations of the S1 state, which may indicate coupling with other electronic state(s), although detailed investigations could not be addressed.

In this study, we revisit LIF spectroscopy of TCNQ by using the excitation laser with higher resolution (~0.2 cm−1) than the previous report (~8 cm−1) as well as by quantitative analysis of the fluorescence decay profiles. We also performed UV–UV hole-burning (HB) spectroscopy to discriminate isomers in the jet if they exist. From the experimental results and quantum chemical calculations, we propose that the coupling between S1 and S2 states is responsible to the observed unusual feature of the vibronic bands and fluorescence decay, where S2 state has a longer lifetime (small oscillator strength); DFT calculations revealed that the S2 state has intramolecular charge-transfer (ICT) character. Furthermore, motivated by the acute dependence of the fluorescence properties on solvents, we herein investigated the effects of micro-solvation on the electronic spectra and fluorescence decay of TCNQ by focusing on acetonitrile (ACN) and benzene (Bz) as solvent molecules. We observed sharp vibronic feature in the LIF spectrum for the TCNQ–ACN complex, while only broad feature for the TCNQ–Bz complex. Both bands show faster fluorescence decay. We extend the study in solution for TCNQ–Bz system. We clearly observed the emission attributed to the intermolecular CT complex between TCNQ and Bz. The measurement of the time profile indicates that the transition from the locally excited (LE) state to the CT state occurs at ~500 ps in hexane solution.

2. Methods

2.1 Experimental section

The experimental apparatus used in this study consists of (1) supersonic jet source with heating nozzle and (2) LIF spectrometer, whose details are described elsewhere.20,21 Briefly, in (1), a sample housing which contained TCNQ powder, attached at the head of a pulse valve, was heated to ~210 °C. The gaseous mixture of sample vapor and He carrier gas (~6 atm) was expanded into the vacuum chamber through a 1 mm aperture of the valve, generating a supersonic free jet. For the generation of micro-solvated complexes, the vapor of the solvent (acetonitrile (~25 °C) or benzene (10 °C)) was seeded to the He carrier gas. Then, in (2), the cooled gas sample in the jet was irradiated with the tunable UV laser output at ~20 mm downstream from the pulse valve. We used two types of tunable lasers. One is a dye laser (Lambda Physik, Scanmate; resolution: 0.2 cm−1) pumped by the second harmonics of a Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, Surelite II). The other is an optical parametric oscillation/amplification (OPO) laser (Ekspla, NT342B; resolution: ~7 cm−1). The fluorescence was collected by a series of lenses, and detected by a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu Photonics, 1P28 or R9880U). A set of long-pass filters was inserted to detect the emission in the >440 nm region, unless otherwise noted. The excitation spectra were recorded by detecting total emission as a function of the UV laser frequency. For the measurement of the UV–UV HB spectrum, a tunable UV hole laser (Ekspla, NT342B) was introduced at ~10 mm upstream of the jet from the crossing point of the probe laser (Lambda Physik, Scanmate) with a timing of ~3 μs prior to the probe laser. The probe laser frequency was fixed to the vibronic band of a specific species, and we scanned frequency of the hole-creating laser while monitoring the fluorescence intensity. When the hole-creating laser makes a population hole for the same species monitored by the probe laser light, it causes a depletion of the fluorescence signal, which results in the specific species-selective electronic spectrum. We also measured fluorescence spectra in solution by using commercial spectrometer (Hitachi, F-2500) at room temperature. The fluorescence lifetime in solution was measured by using commercial time-correlated single-photon counting system (Hitachi, TemPro 01). The measurements of the fluorescence spectra and fluorescence lifetime in the solutions were performed without degassing or bubbling with inert gas of the solvents.

The powder sample of TCNQ (purity: >98.0%) was purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry and used without purification; we actually compared the obtained LIF excitation spectra of as-purchased samples with those of recrystallized ones,28 where no significant difference was discerned. The purity of TCNQ was examined by 1H NMR measurements (Camcor, Varian Mercury-300) before and after the LIF measurement to confirm no decomposition upon the heating of the sample. Acetonitrile
(>99.8%) and benzene (>99.0%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and used without further purification.

2.2. Computational section

Electronic and geometrical structures of TCNQ and microsolvated complexes were studied by DFT calculations using the Gaussian 16 program suite.22 The functional and basis set used were M06-2X and 6-311+G(d,p), respectively, unless otherwise noted. Structural optimization was carried out, followed by harmonic frequency calculations to confirm that each optimized structure locates at potential energy minima. Total electronic energy of each conformer is shown after the vibrational zero-point energy (ZPE) corrections. For solvated complexes, we first performed basis set superposition error (BSSE) corrections by means of counterpoise (CP) method, which revealed only the minor effect (see Section 3.2); therefore, the binding energy (solvation energy) is shown without BSSE correction in the present study. Theoretical S0–S1 excitation energies were calculated by TD-DFT (TD-M06-2X) method. Kohn–Sham orbitals of the calculated structures were depicted with isodensity value of 0.02, by using Gaussview 6.0 program.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 TCNQ monomer

Fig. 1a shows an LIF excitation spectrum of jet-cooled TCNQ in the 24 000–28 000 cm−1 region, recorded by a dye laser with resolution of ∼0.2 cm−1. The origin band appears at 24 262 cm−1. Many vibronic bands at higher energy region can be assigned by the vibrations of 327, 1098, and 2430 cm−1 and their combination bands. The overall spectral feature well reproduced the previous report in which an OPO laser with low spectral resolution (∼7 cm−1) was used.20 The use of the dye laser resulted in the stronger intensities of low energy vibronic bands (<26 000 cm−1), compared to those measured by OPO laser, as shown in Fig. S1 (ESI†). The difference is due to that the bandwidth at low energy region, ∼4 cm−1, is narrower than the spectral resolution of the OPO laser, and the width increases with the excess energy: ∼12 cm−1 at the excess energy of ∼3000 cm−1 (Fig. S1†). Thus, only small percentage of the OPO laser is overlapped at lower energy vibronic bands, whereas full of that is overlapped at higher energy vibronic bands. On the other hand, full percentage of the higher resolution dye laser is overlapped with the vibronic bands for all the covered energy region. Thus, the observed LIF spectrum of Fig. 1a exhibits more accurate action spectrum of TCNQ than that reported in our previous study. The increase of the bandwidth of the vibronic bands in higher energy is attributed to the increase of intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR) rate at higher energy, since the fluorescence lifetime of several tenth nanosecond, as discussed later, indicates no rapid nonradiative decay which causes the spectral broadening.

As described in our previous paper,20 the LIF spectra of Fig. 1a shows unusual intensity pattern: appearance of the sharp vibronic bands in the energy region as wide as 3000 cm−1, congestion at ∼27 500 cm−1, and intensity drop at the region higher than 27 700 cm−1. One of the possibilities of this unusual intensity pattern is the existence of different isomers which show different vibronic structures. Thus, we performed UV-UV HB spectroscopy. Fig. 2b–d show the HB spectra
measured by probing the bands at 24 262, 24 590, and 27 620 cm\(^{-1}\) (refer to Fig. 2a for corresponding bands), respectively. The HB spectra exhibited almost the same spectral pattern regardless of the monitoring vibronic bands, indicating that main bands observed in the LIF spectrum belong to a single species; these bands are certainly assigned to a TCNQ monomer, as supported by vibrationally-resolved dispersed fluorescence spectroscopy with the help of DFT calculations in our previous study.\(^{26}\) It should be noted that the dip intensities at low wavenumber region (<25 300 cm\(^{-1}\)) are weak or sometimes missing. This is due to insufficient pumping efficiency due to low resolution of OPO laser, as described above (Fig. 2a), as well as long \(S_1\) lifetime. We also checked the purity of the sample by NMR measurements before and after the experiment to examine whether there is any decomposition product involved in the spectrum upon heating the sample. We confirmed there is no impurity in the sample (Fig. S2†). Therefore, we conclude that the unusual intensity pattern of the vibronic bands is not due to the existence of other species but is intrinsic to the \(S_1\) state of TCNQ monomer.

In order to gain an insight of the excited state dynamics of TCNQ monomer, we focus on fluorescence decay profiles. We previously mentioned that the profiles of most of the vibronic bands exhibit double exponential decay,\(^{26}\) which is consistent in the present study (Fig. S3†). Herein, we fitted the decay curves with the following formula with fitting parameters of \(A_{\text{fast}}\), \(A_{\text{slow}}\), \(\tau_{\text{fast}}\), and \(\tau_{\text{slow}}\) (eqn (1)).

\[
I_F(t) = A_{\text{fast}}e^{-t/\tau_{\text{fast}}} + A_{\text{slow}}e^{-t/\tau_{\text{slow}}}
\]

Here, the fluorescence intensity, \(I_F(t)\), is normalized so that \(A_{\text{fast}} + A_{\text{slow}} = 1\) is satisfied. In Fig. 1b and c, we plotted the lifetimes (\(\tau_{\text{fast}}, \tau_{\text{slow}}\)) and amplitude of the fast component (\(A_{\text{fast}}\)) as a function of excess energy (\(\Delta E\)). First, it should be noted that the decay curve of the origin band (\(\Delta E = 0 \text{ cm}^{-1}\)) exhibits two exponential decay with \(\tau_{\text{fast}}\) and \(\tau_{\text{slow}}\) are 120 and 358 ns, respectively, and \(A_{\text{fast}} = 0.89\). Then, the vibronic bands at low excess energy (\(\Delta E\)) region (~300–570 cm\(^{-1}\)) exhibit single exponential decay with the lifetime of 240–260 ns. The double exponential decay feature starts to appear at \(\Delta E > 580 \text{ cm}^{-1}\), again. The \(\tau_{\text{fast}}\) value, lifetime of the fast component, becomes shorter with \(\Delta E\), and reaches to ~45 ns at \(\Delta E = ~800 \text{ cm}^{-1}\). Above this energy, the \(\tau_{\text{fast}}\) value is almost invariant up to \(\Delta E = ~3000 \text{ cm}^{-1}\). Also, the change of the \(\tau_{\text{slow}}\) value is small within the range of 300–400 ns. In addition, the \(A_{\text{fast}}\) value is almost constant at ~0.95 (\(A_{\text{slow}} \sim 0.05\)) in the examined energy region, indicating that the contribution of slow component is very small.

The double exponential decay feature in fluorescence indicates the coupling or mixing with other electronic states having
the long lifetime. One of such candidates is the triplet state. The \( T_1 (\pi\pi^*) \) state of TCNQ was reported to be located at 1.96 eV (15 800 cm\(^{-1}\)) in Br-containing solvent previously.\(^{26}\) It might be plausible that TCNQ in \( S_1 (\pi\pi^*) \) undergoes intersystem crossing (ISC) to \( T_n \) state \((n \geq 2)\), followed by IC to \( T_1 (\pi\pi^*) \) and phosphorescence with the observed slow component of 300–400 ns. In this case, the intensity ratio between the fast and slow components will be different at different monitoring wavelength, \( \lambda_{obs} \). So, we compared the time profiles of the fluorescence decay measured by monitoring at \( \lambda_{obs} \geq 440 \text{ nm} \) and \( \lambda_{obs} \geq 540 \text{ nm} \). However, we obtained almost the same profile regardless of the conditions, as shown in Fig. 3 for several bands (\( \Delta \epsilon = +1098, +2613, \) and +3238 cm\(^{-1}\)). This result suggests that the slow component is not due to the phosphorescence from \( T_1 \). Actually, a recent theoretical study reported that spin–orbit coupling matrix elements between \( S_1 \) and \( T_n \) \((n = 1–3)\) are negligibly small,\(^{24}\) consistent with this result.

Then we consider the possibility of the coupling with higher singlet \( (S_n; n \geq 2) \) states. Fig. 4a shows the vertical \( S_n \leftarrow S_0 \) transition energy levels, as well as oscillator strengths \( (f) \), calculated by TDDFT method (TD-M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p)). The \( f \) value of the \( S_1 \leftarrow S_0 \) transition is as large as 1.15, while those for \( S_n \leftarrow S_0 \) transitions with \( n = 2–7 \) are less than 0.001. This result agrees well with a calculation by Khvostenko et al. at TD-B3LYP/6-31G level\(^{21}\) as well as faint UV absorption of TCNQ at \( \gtrsim 4 \text{ eV} \) region (corresponding to \( S_n \leftarrow S_0 \) \((n = 2–5)\) in hexane solution.\(^{23}\) Namely, all of the \( S_n \leftarrow S_0 \) transitions \((n = 2–7)\) are forbidden, so that the coupling with these states will elongate the fluorescence lifetime of \( S_1 \). Especially, the \( S_2 \) \((B_{1g}) \) at geometric structure of the \( S_1 \) state is the most plausible candidate. Fig. 4b shows the adiabatic energy level and the structure of the \( S_2 \) state as well the energy of \( S_1 \) with the same structure. There are two points to be noted for the \( S_2 \) state calculated at this level. First is the structural change; the \( C–C≡N \) angle is slightly bent, as reflected by \( C(7)–C(8)–N(9) \) angle \((176.1^\circ) \); refer to Chart 1b and Fig. 4b for the atom labels) and the central phenyl ring is bent out of the plane, as reflected by \( \angle \text{C(11),C(12),C(22)} \) dihedral angle as large as 6.1\(^{\circ}\) (see also the side view). Note that the latter results in lowering the total energy relationship as well as the ICT character of the \( S_2 \) state. In this sense, we may describe this state as the intramolecular CT (ICT) state with the electron transfer from the phenyl ring to the four \( C–N \) groups in total,\(^{25,26}\) although the state does not have a dipole moment. The ICT character can be visually indicated by the differential density between the \( S_2 \) and \( S_0 \) states as shown in Fig. 4d. The similar energy relationship as well as the ICT character of the \( S_2 \) state were calculated by the different functional (CAM-B3LYP), as shown in Fig. S4.\(^{\dagger}\) The \( S_2 \) state is dipole-forbidden from \( S_0 \) so that it does not have an oscillator strength from \( S_0 \) \((f = 0.00)\). However, the state can be vibronically coupled to the \( S_1 \) state. At low energy, the \( S_1–S_2 \) mixing mostly affects the long fluorescence lifetime of the \( S_1 \) state. The \( S_2 \) state is dipole-forbidden so that the mixing of this state may contribute the forbidden character to the \( S_2 \) state. In addition, the \( S_2 \) state is thought to have no nonradiative decay route except the IC to \( S_1 \). Thus, the
mixing may work only to elongate the $S_1$ lifetime. In the energy region at 27 500 cm$^{-1}$, the two states are closely located or may cross with each other, leading the congestion of the vibronic bands.

It should be noted that the possibility for presence of the ICT state was previously mentioned by limori and coworkers, based on the decrease of the fluorescence QY with increasing the solvent polarity,$^{16,17}$ although it is not clear whether the $S_2$ state found in this study corresponds to the same state or not. It is also worth mentioning that C(2)–C(3) and C(3)–C(4) bond lengths are almost similar in the $S_2$ state (Fig. 4b) as schematically called “benzenoid” structure.$^{17}$ It is in contrast to optimized $S_0$ state with “quinoid” structure$^{17}$ (C(2)–C(3): 1.45 Å, C(3)–C(4): 1.34 Å).$^{20}$

### 3.2 TCNQ–acetonitrile complex

Hereafter, we discuss the effects of micro-solvation of the TCNQ molecule on the electronic states and fluorescence features by forming van der Waals (vdW) complexes with other molecules. Fig. 5a shows LIF excitation spectrum obtained by the supersonic expansion of the gaseous mixture of TCNQ and acetonitrile (ACN). Two bands (24 142 and 24 470 cm$^{-1}$), which are redshifted by 120 cm$^{-1}$ from the (0,0) and (0,0) +327 cm$^{-1}$ bands of TCNQ monomer (Fig. 1a), are clearly observed. We assign the band at 24 142 cm$^{-1}$ to the (0,0) band of the TCNQ–ACN 1 : 1 complex. The magnitude of the redshift is larger than the benzene-ACN complex (37.6 cm$^{-1}$),$^{27}$ indicating a larger stabilization of TCNQ–ACN in the $S_1$ state. Several bands in the 24 000–24 100 cm$^{-1}$ region also appeared by adding ACN, which could be attributed to TCNQ–(ACN)$_n$ ($n \geq 2$) complexes. Fig. 5c shows calculated structure of the TCNQ–ACN 1 : 1 complex. The binding energy was calculated to be 0.29 eV. Note that the effect of BSSE is not so large in this complex; BSSE correction by CP method still gave the binding energy of 0.27 eV. The binding energy possibly comes from partially polarized C–H$^\text{bast}$–N$^\text{bast}$ =C interaction (2.61 Å), as also seen in (ACN)$_2$ dimer oriented in parallel.$^{28,29}$ Such a relatively strong interaction may account for successful formation of TCNQ–ACN complex in the present study; actually, we attempted to generate vdW complexes of TCNQ with other molecules including Ar, H$_2$O, and n-C$_8$H$_{12}$, all of which resulted in no spectroscopic evidence for complex formation. In addition to the isomer shown in Fig. 5, we obtained several higher energy isomers with different solvation site as summarized in Fig. S5; however, the above discussion may not be changed regardless of the isomers.

Fig. 5b shows fluorescence decay profiles of TCNQ–ACN 1 : 1 complex. The (0,0) band shows the single decay with the lifetime of 55 ns, and the (0,0) +327 cm$^{-1}$ band shows double exponential decay with $\tau_{fast} = 33$ ns and $\tau_{slow} = 252$ ns. This result indicates that the complex formation with ACN shortens the $S_1$ lifetime of TCNQ. Thus, even a single molecule drastically shortens the $S_1$ lifetime. It is in accordance with the results of solution by Tamaya et al.; they reported that the fluorescence QY of TCNQ in hexane was as large as 0.11 whereas that in acetonitrile became $2 \times 10^{-3}$ times smaller.$^{16}$ They ascribed the drastic difference in QY to the difference in nonradiative decay rates. It is consistent with another report that the fluorescence lifetime of $S_1$ state of TCNQ in acetonitrile was as short as 800 fs due to the ultrafast IC ($S_1 \rightarrow S_0$).$^{31}$ However, the lifetime value observed in this study (tens of nanosecond) is still much longer than that in acetonitrile solution. This difference indicates that one acetonitrile molecule is not enough to cause such the short $S_1$ lifetime observed in solution. Table 1 shows vertical energy levels of $S_1$ and $S_2$ states of the TCNQ–ACN complex calculated by TDDFT method. As seen in Fig. 5d, the $S_1$ ($\pi\pi^*$) state is essentially the same with monomer, and the $S_2$ state has slightly the intermolecular CT character, although it is not reflected in the oscillator strength. The energy level of $S_1$ of the complex is only 0.01 eV stabilized with respect to that of the monomer, while $S_2$ state is stabilized by 0.10 eV in the complex; the large stabilization of the $S_2$ state is consistent with its ICT nature, given that acetonitrile is polar molecule.

### 3.3 TCNQ–benzene complex

We also carried out the complex formation of TCNQ with benzene (Bz) to examine the effect of $\pi\pi$ interaction on the absorption and emission. The $\pi\pi$ interaction of TCNQ is typically seen in TCNQ-based organic semiconductor including TCNQ–TTF.$^1$ Fig. 6a shows LIF excitation spectrum of the gaseous mixture of TCNQ and benzene vapor expanded with the helium carrier gas. Different from TCNQ–ACN, we only observed broad absorption feature with an onset of $\sim 24 000$ cm$^{-1}$ (shaded in red) for the TCNQ–Bz complex. Fig. 6b shows fluorescence decay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Excitation character</th>
<th>TCNQ</th>
<th>TCNQ–ACN</th>
<th>TCNQ–Bz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oscillator strength</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy/eV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermolecular CT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intramolecular CT (ICT)</td>
<td>3.95 (S$_2$) 0.00</td>
<td>3.85 (S$_2$) 0.00</td>
<td>3.87 (S$_4$) 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi\pi^*$ (LE)</td>
<td>3.30 (S$_1$) 1.15</td>
<td>3.29 (S$_1$) 1.13</td>
<td>3.07 (S$_4$) 0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Calculated at TD-M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level.
curves obtained by exciting at 24 096, 24 390, and 24 540 cm\(^{-1}\) (marked with A, B, and C, respectively). The curves exhibit almost identical double exponential decay feature regardless of the band position even at low wavenumber region. This behavior is different from TCNQ monomer and TCNQ–ACN complex as shown above. This result raises a possibility that photophysics of TCNQ–Bz complex might be different from TCNQ and TCNQ–ACN.

Then we theoretically investigated the electronic states of TCNQ–Bz complex by assuming that they form 1 : 1 complex. Fig. 6c shows most stable structure of TCNQ–Bz complex. Less stable isomers are summarized in Fig. S7.† Calculated structural details of TCNQ–benzene complex. Bond lengths are shown in ångström (Å). To illustrate distance between TCNQ and benzene, the closest C–C distance (3.39 Å) is explicitly shown. Color codes: gray = C, white = H, blue = N. (d) Kohn–Sham orbitals of the TCNQ–Bz complex and schematic electron configuration of \(S_n\) states (\(n = 0–4\)) on the basis of TDDFT results.
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**Fig. 6** (a) LIF excitation spectrum of jet-cooled TCNQ with presence of benzene vapor in the carrier gas. Single asterisks indicate the bands originated from TCNQ monomer. (b) Fluorescence decay curve of TCNQ–benzene complex measured at 24 096 (A), 24 390 (B), and 24 540 cm\(^{-1}\) (C). The curves are shown in logarithmic scale after normalization at \(t = 0\), to clearly indicate the double decay feature. (c) Calculated structural details of TCNQ–benzene complex. Bond lengths are shown in ångström (Å). To illustrate distance between TCNQ and benzene, the closest C–C distance (3.39 Å) is explicitly shown. Color codes: gray = C, white = H, blue = N. (d) Kohn–Sham orbitals of the TCNQ–Bz complex and schematic electron configuration of \(S_n\) states (\(n = 0–4\)) on the basis of TDDFT results.

Table 1 summarizes vertical transition energy levels of \(S_n\) states (\(n = 1–4\)) of the TCNQ–Bz 1 : 1 complex calculated by TDDFT method. Different from TCNQ monomer or TCNQ–ACN complex, the \(\pi\pi^*\) state is calculated to be \(S_3\) state (oscillator strength: 0.89), and lower-lying other excited states (\(S_1\) and \(S_2\))
with small oscillator strength (≤0.03) were predicted. Kohn-Sham orbitals related to these excitations in Fig. 6d clearly show that both S1 and S2 states are intermolecular charge-transfer (CT) states. Based on the calculation results, it is quite possible that the emission of TCNQ–Bz complex reflects the effects of the intermolecular CT state. Previous report by Gorishnyi mentioned the formation of CT complex of TCNQ in benzene solvent, although no theoretical calculations nor fluorescence measurements were conducted.

We extended this study to fluorescence measurement in benzene/hexane solution, as shown in Fig. 7a. The spectra were measured at different benzene/hexane ratio (0–10 vol%), while keeping the TCNQ concentration same at 2.0 M. The spectral profile of pure hexane solution (benzene ratio: 0%) is consistent with a report by Tamaya et al.; the intensity maximum appears at 463 nm. An addition of benzene by 0.1 vol% (~0.1 M) drastically decreases the fluorescence intensity peaked at 463 nm by ~40%, while the intensity at ≈530 nm remains the same. Further addition of benzene until 1.0 vol% mostly diminishes the blue part emission and clarifies the appearance of largely Stokes-shifted CT emission peaked at 530 nm (see also Fig. 7b). That is, local excitation (LE) of TCNQ to its π* (S1) state is followed by the energy transfer to the low-lying CT states (S1 and S2; see Table 1) and emission from the CT state. One may anticipate the contribution of Bz–O2 complexes to the fluorescence, since the solution sample was used without degassed condition in the present study. The free energy of the complex formation of Bz–O2 is reported to be as small as ~1.2 kcal mol⁻¹ (420 cm⁻¹) in the gas phase. Although this weak binding energy will produce small amount of Bz–O2 complexes, the effect on the TCNQ–Bz CT complex will be very small based on the high stability of the CT complex. Then, further addition of benzene (1.0–10.0 vol%) resulted in the emission of the CT state. Fig. 7c and d shows fluorescence decay profiles of TCNQ in pure hexane and benzene (10 vol%)/hexane solvents, respectively. The lifetime in pure hexane solvent was 3.8 ns (detection wavelength: 463 nm), which roughly agrees with previously reported one (4.5 ns) by Tamaya et al. It is not clear that the difference is within the experimental error limit or due to the quenching by O2 in our experimental condition. Since the difference is very small, we think the effect of O2 to the present finding is negligibly small. In contrast to the pure hexane solution, the lifetime in the mixed solvent (detection wavelengths: 576, 590, 610, and 630 nm) was clearly elongated to 5.8 ns. There is small contribution of LE emission at this concentration of benzene as seen in Fig. 7a. Note that this value (5.8 ns) still reflects the contribution of both LE and CT emissions; however, the lifetimes of these states are not largely different to each other, which results in apparently single decay profiles. Actually, the decay lifetime in pure benzene solvent at 630 nm detection, possibly corresponding to lifetime of the CT state, was determined to be 6.7 ns (Fig. S8†). The inset of Fig. 7d shows the enlarged portion of the rise of the emission profiles. We see that the peak position of the rise systematically shifts by ~500 ps from the 576 nm-monitored one to 630 nm-monitored one. Given that the emission at longer wavelength part includes larger contribution of the CT state, this timescale corresponds to the energy transfer from the LE (S1) to CT (S1 and/or S2) states. Although the analysis of the ultrafast time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopic measurement is necessary, we can conclude that the energy transfer from LE to CT will occur in the timescale of ~500 ps.

Finally, we should note that the effect of the coupling between S1 and CT states in the gas-phase free jet spectrum. As discussed above, we did not observe sharp vibronic bands but only observed broad LIF excitation spectra as shown in Fig. 6a. The broad feature may be attributed to the strong coupling between the ππ* and CT states. As to the decay time profile, it is quite possible that the slow component of the decay profile (Fig. 6b) is attributed to the emission from the CT state in the case of TCNQ–Bz complex. The large difference between lifetime of LE in the gas phase and those in solution is consistent with our previous report on TCNQ monomer. It can be partly explained by quenching by solvent molecules (see Section 3.2), although it cannot totally be clarified at the current stage.

4. Conclusions

Electronic states and photophysics of TCNQ and its solvated complexes (with acetonitrile and benzene) were investigated by means of LIF spectroscopy in the supersonic free jet and fluorescence spectroscopy in solution. The S1 (ππ*; B3u)–S0 (A1g) LIF spectrum of TCNQ monomer in the free jet exhibited unusual intensity pattern: weak origin band, intensity increase with the excess energy (ΔE), and congestion at ΔE ~ 3000 cm⁻¹. Furthermore, the lifetime is much longer than that in solution, with double exponential decay feature. We proposed that these characteristic features of the S1 state are attributed to the mixing with the S2 state, which has the ICT character. The S1–S2 mixing is still kept in the TCNQ–ACN 1:1 complex; the LIF spectrum of the complex showed the similar vibronic profile with TCNQ monomer, with the redshift of ~120 cm⁻¹ and the fluorescence lifetime was shortened less than half of the monomer. TDDFT calculations also showed the similarity of the electronic state characters between monomer and TCNQ–ACN complex. In sharp contrast, the TCNQ–Bz complex exhibited only broad absorption, even under the jet-cooled condition. DFT calculations predicted a strong coupling to the intermolecular CT states, which is consistent with the broad absorption spectrum in the jet as well as the appearance of largely Stokes-shifted emission in benzene/hexane solution. As discussed above, we showed that TCNQ has both intra- and intermolecular CT states, and they appear in a different manner in the emission depending on the nature of solvent molecules. We believe that all these observations will shed new light on the photophysics of TCNQ, which has been thought to be the well understood molecule.
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